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ANNUAL RING 1972

School of Forestry and Wildlife Management
Baton Rouge, Louisiana
With the retirement of Bryant A. Bateman in the summer of 1971, the School of Forestry and Wildlife Management accepted applications of highly qualified professionals with forestry experience. When Bart A. Thielges, Ph.D., accepted the position of Associate Professor of Forestry, little did he know he would become such an intimate part of our forestry family. In laboratory, Dr. Thielges' expertise in forest genetics and in tree physiology enables him to offer the students well organized and practical exercises. Lectures as well reflect a professional atmosphere which keeps the students grasping for new technology and management practices.

In 1963, Dr. Thielges received his B.S. degree in Forestry from Southern Illinois University. In 1964, he received his M.F. degree in Forestry from Yale School of Forestry, and from Yale's Graduate School a Ph.D. in 1968. At Yale, Dr. Thielges was research assistant in forest genetics from 1963-1967. He also was a teaching assistant of forest genetics from 1964-1966. From 1967-1971, Dr. Thielges was Assistant Professor of Forestry at Ohio Agricultural Research and Development Center. His research experience includes physiological and cytological effects of ionizing radiation on forest trees, biochemical genetics and systematics of PINUS species, various tree improvement programs of selection and breeding, and genetic and physiological bases for resistance to disease and insect attack in PICEA, PINUS, and POPULUS species.

A formal welcoming dedication here is long overdue, for the Annual Ring staff feels that Dr. Thielges received it some months earlier. We the staff of the Annual Ring are proud to extend the warmth we feel for Dr. Thielges - once again, WELCOME!
"One is constantly reminded of the infinite lavishness and fertility of Nature — inexhaustable abundance . . . And when we look into any one of her operations that lie within reach of our minds; we learn that no particle of her material is wasted or worn out. It is eternally flowing from use to use, beauty to yet higher beauty."

— John Muir
Finding intimacy in nature is like loving a cold rain because of what it does for the plants . . .
... and knowing that a river's often better listened to than splashed in, and than you can watch the sun break through, and fully appreciate its warmth.
Who so walks in soltitude
And inhabiteth the wood,
Choosing light, wave, rock and bird,
Before the money-loving herd —
Into that forester shall pass,
From these companions, power and grace.

— Ralph Waldo Emerson
This is the eighteenth "message" which I have been asked to write for the ANNUAL RING. Each time I compose a message, I am never sure exactly who the readers will be, although I assume they will be mainly students in the School, the School faculty, and many alumni of the School. There are so many things about the School that I'd like to write about and so little space allotted, that I'm always uncertain each year what I should write that will interest each ANNUAL RING reader.

One of my student friends jokingly suggested that I repeat my 1955 (first) message, but I don't believe that would be ethical. Besides, it would hardly be appropriate, since in it I described "the progress of the new School of Forestry building!"

Seriously, I would like to write briefly about my work as a counselor to students in the School. I do a fair amount of this, and I consider it an exceedingly important duty. When a student comes into my office to see me, almost always it's a case where he has an academic problem or is seeking information. Almost never is it a disciplinary situation; our students rarely get into this kind of trouble. The most frequent situation is that the student has a problem or a question about one of the courses in his curriculum or a conflict in his class schedule. Infrequently, the student needs money.

In each case, I realize that the student has a need that he thinks I can meet. Therefore, I quickly set to work to do my best to meet that need. I put aside whatever I'm doing at the moment, and concentrate on the student. First, I try to put him at ease. Some students are rather tense and keyed-up when they come in; their problem may seem to them almost overwhelming. Next, I try to find out exactly what the problem or question is. Often, this takes quite a while, because I may have to translate his problem or question into official administrative academic lingo, in order to solve it. The next step is for me to suggest one or more solutions to the problem. These solutions have to be ethically sound and consistent with LSU rules, which are not only complicated but frequently changing. If more than one solution is feasible, I try to get the student to choose the one he prefers. Then, I proceed to do whatever I can to resolve the difficulty, keeping in mind the student's possible need for immediate action. Often, because of extensive personal campus contacts, I am able to solve the student's problem on the spot. In many situations, the close cooperation I receive from the School faculty is a great asset in solving student academic problems that concern only School policy. When a student needs money, the contributions of our alumni to the Hayes Loan fund have proved to be invaluable.

Essentially, my 1972 message is that with me, student needs are tops on my job priority list.
Faculty
Conrad W. Brewer
Instructor, Artificial Regeneration, Forest Products

James W. Ault
Professor, Fishery Research Techniques, Fishery Pathology, Pond and Stream Management

A. Bigler Crow
Professor, Silviculture, Forest Fire Protection and Use Research Methods, Advanced Silviculture of Southern Forests

Elvin T. Choong
Wood Technology and Identification, Seasoning and Preservation.
Dr. DUDLEY, D. CULLEY
Assistant Professor, Ichthyology, Water Pollution Biology, Taxonomy and Ecology of Aquatic Plants.

Dr. LESLIE L. GLASGOW
Assistant Director, Game and Range Management, Waterfowl Management.

Dr. PETER FOGG
Assistant Professor, Wood Processing, Lumber Manufacturing, Physical and Mechanical Properties of Wood, Wood Processes, Tropical Forestry Seminar.

Dr. ANATOL KASZKURWICZ
Research Forester, Bottomland Hardwoods Research.
Dr. THOMAS KEISTER
Assistant Professor, Forest Management, Research of Silviculture of Southern Pines, Proseminar

Dr. NORWIN E. LINNARTZ
Professor, Hardwood Management, Advanced Forest Soils, Farm Forestry, Research in Forest Soils and Fertilization

CLIFTON B. MARLIN
Assistant Professor, Forest Mensuration, Forest Economics, Conservation of Forest Resources, Graduate Seminar,

Dr. FANT W. MARTIN
Associate Professor, Game Management Techniques.
Dr. ROBERT E. NOBLE
Professor, Dendrology, Big Game Management

ROBERT E. McDERMID
Professor, Advanced Forest Management, Harvesting Timber Crops, Recreation in the Forest Environment, Seminar in Industrial Forestry

Dr. BART A. THIELGES
Associate Professor, Forest Regeneration, Silvics, Graduate Seminar

Dr. FRANK M. TRUESDALE
Assistant Professor, Fisheries Hydrography, Shellfisheries Biology.
Louisiana Cooperative Research Units

John D. Newsom
Leader

The Fisheries Staff and Students (left to right) Seated; Ricky Ruebramen, Edmonde Jaspers, Melba Moore, Carolyn Coursey, Hortensia Delgado, Marion Burnside, Ubaldo Cossio, Standing: Avars Vazquez, Bill Wengert, Tim Brown, Dugan Sabin, Donald Clark, Jim Smith, Dr. William Herke, Back Row; Robert Gamble, Edward Modzelewski, Louis Knieper, Albert Doucette, Ken Tarbox, Bob Bass, Dr. Dudley Culley, Dr. James Avault, Dr. Fred Bryan, Not Pictured; Dr. Frank Truesdale, Charles Birdsong, Michael Tabony, Larry dela Bretone, Ken Allen, Gary Pesnell, Mary Bleichner, Gladney Davidson.

Dr. Robert B. Charbreck
Associate Professor, Fur Management, Graduate Seminar

Wildlife

Fisheries
Office Staff

Mrs. Mildred Bruce
Miss Peggy McDermid
Mrs. Violet Samaha
Mrs. Ann Owens
Mrs. Jane Wallace
Mrs. Bessie Spann
Miss Carolyn Coursey
Juniors and Sophomores

Thomas E. Hoffman  John Martel
Rodney K. Russell  Robert Landreneau
Kenneth M. Bailey  Michael A. Spindler
Ronald J. Jung  Louis E. Olivier
Graduate Students
Classes
KNEELING (left to right) Dick Roth, David Hayden, Pat Murphey, Howard Callahan. STANDING: David Baumen, Rob Bittner, Bob Naney, Mike West, Mike Oliver, Buddy Clairain, Frank Bowers, Bert Shiflet, Bill Madary, Bob McKenney.

OFFICERS: President; Pat Murphey  
Vice Pres.; Jeff Tilestone  
Secretary; David Hayden  
Treasurer; David Bahmann  
Sgt.-at-Arms; Rick Owens

Wildlife Club
L.S.U. Society of Foresters


Officers

President ------------------------------- Robert Nafe
Vice President ----------------- Howard Callahan
Secretary ------------------------- Sam Crifasi
Treasurer - - - -------------- John Russo, Jr.
Sergeant-at-Arms - - - Jeffrey Tileston

Society of Foresters!
Meeting at 7:30 PM
Wednesday Oct. 6

Discussion: Homecoming; Planning; New members please come!

Pinettes

LEFT TO RIGHT
Toni Clason, Beverly Ross, Mrs. Burns, Linda Oliver, Jean McDonald, Phylis Tileston, Cherry Pancake, Elena Hatherue, Marge Kassinger.
Scholarships and Awards

LARRY STANLEY
Forestry Alumni Memorial Scholarship

RONNIE DUKE
Louisiana Forestry Foundation Scholarship

DUKE OLIVIER
Outstanding Sophomore Award

JACKIE SEALE
William Hopkins Memorial Scholarship

JOHN McDONALD
Karl Ott Scholarship
HOWARD CALLAHAN
Encouragement Award

SAM JACKSON
Hopkins Memorial Award

SAM CRIFASI
Society of Foresters Scholarship
Smoker
Ahh, more money
Field Day

Hold him still
Foresters Are Jocks
Summer Camp
Cut or Leave?
Before

After

One baracade coming up
The still is right here
Alumni

Class of '49 for the second consecutive year captures top attendance on homecoming day

C. P. Isaacs, Don Adams, Bobby Misso and Robert F. Westbrook attend Texas Industrial Wood Seminar

Peter C. Gaskin (right) "A squirrel in the hand is worth two in the bush"
ROBERT R. RHODES
Associate Prof. at Texas A. and M.

CHARLES P. ROUNDTREE of
Ft. Myers Florida
"Here Kitty"

JOHN SQUIRES SR.

BURTON D. WEAVER JR.,
of Weaver Bros. Realty Corp.
I would like to say thanks to all those who helped make this year's book possible. In many respects, we have tried to change and improve the book. We invite any comments or criticisms on these changes. I would like to thank all members of the staff for the great job they have done and the alumni whose contributions helped finance this year's Annual Ring. A special thanks to Dr. Thomas Keister for his help and advice.

JOHN A. RUSSO JR.
Editor
Growth at Tremont is supported by 200,000 acres of prime timberland. This vital asset reflects the wisdom of Tremont management which steadfastly held on to its land base following the heavy harvest of the first forest in the early 1900s.

The "Third Forest" in the South will be required to yield more than twice the present harvest to satisfy the demands of an increasing population.

Tremont joins with other forward-looking wood using industries to meet this challenge.

COMPLETE DIRECT SEEDING SERVICE

SUPPLIES:
All species of Southern pine seed in any quantity, large or small - Chemical repellents for seed - Chemical stickers for seed - Other forest chemicals

SERVICES:
Contractual come drying and seed extracting - Seed dewinging and cleaning - Cold storage of seed - Seed stratification - Treating of seed with all types of repellents - Contractual direct seeding - Re-forestation consultation, specializing in direct seeding, cone handling and seed processing

SPECIAL!
Arasan 42-S, Endrin 50-W, and Latex 612 Mixed as recommended for seed treating.

MORE FORESTERS MARK WITH NEL-SPOT PAINT AND PAINT MARKING PRODUCTS THAN WITH ANY OTHER

This Space Is
Donated by

BOB CRAIS

The next time you have a marking problem why don't you do as the thousands of other foresters do. Lick the problem with NEL-SPOT.

NELSON PAINT COMPANY
IRON MOUNTAIN, MICHIGAN
MONTGOMERY, ALABAMA
MCMINNVILLE, OREGON

THE HOME OF DIRECT SEEDING

Woodworth, Louisiana ...
"The Home of Direct Seeding"
P. O. Box 17
Phone: A.C. 318 443-7535
WHOLESALE KILN DRIED YELLOW PINE LUMBER
PRECISION END TRIMMED STUDS
OSMOSE "K-33" PRESSURE-TREATED LUMBER

Help the Fight for Conservation
Join the
BATON ROUGE SPORTSMAN'S LEAGUE
NOW !!!
GIVE A HOOT
DON'T POLLUTE

POWER MAC 6 The World's Lightest Chain Saw - Weighs Only 6 1/2 lbs. A new concept in chain saw design - by McCulloch! Cuts like saws twice its weight! Rubber cushioned "MASTER GRIP" handle is centerbalanced for perfect control. It's rugged, compact, handles like a power hand tool AND cuts a 6 inch tree in seconds! MAC 10-10 Priced for You. Big Lightweight 3.3 Cu. In. CHAMP! Super 7-10 A Professional Power and Features at Lowest Weight!

TIMBERLAND SAW CO.

"WHAT YOU NEED WHEN YOU NEED IT"
More than just a slogan, "What You Need, When You Need It" expresses Forestry Suppliers genuine interest in serving you. Each of us wants to please you. We say "at Forestry Suppliers, you get more than just merchandise. You get some of each of us."

Forestry Suppliers, Inc.
P.O. Box 8397
205 W. Rankin St.
Jackson, Miss. 39202

Louisiana's investor-owned electric companies are constantly building to keep good things going for our state with plenty of low-cost electric power.
Georgia-Pacific helps keep America's symbol of freedom flying high.

You, too, can protect eagles.

The magnificent American Bald Eagles are in danger. Eagle populations are declining. Bird experts blame the eagles' problems on loss of nesting sites due to encroachment by civilization such as construction of towns, cities, highways, roads and airports; possible chemical-caused infertility; and above all, illegal shooting. It is a Federal crime to shoot or molest eagles, yet people continue to shoot them.

Found only on the North American continent, bald eagles have a wing span of 6½ to 8 feet. They don't get snowy white heads and tails until the fourth year, so they look like hawks, which also are protected in most states. Eagles are among the most magnificent and majestic birds in the world.

G-P foresters protect eagles

Georgia-Pacific manages a successful eagle protection program on our millions of acres of timberlands from Maine to Oregon, from Florida to Washington, from Arkansas to Alaska.

Our foresters locate eagle nest trees and protect them. We keep roads and people from the nests wherever possible. Our logging crews do not harvest eagle nest trees, and we leave adjacent timber surrounding them. And, to stop illegal shooting, we offer free posters to help people identify eagles.

Send for your free eagle posters

You can help by teaching others to appreciate, identify and protect eagles. Free posters are available in two sizes, 8 x 10" and 10 x 17" for landowners, tree farmers, ranchers, conservationists, bird watchers, school teachers and students.

Georgia-Pacific
Growing Forests Forever

900 S.W. Fifth Avenue, Portland, Oregon 97204
Compliments of

John A. Bel, Et Al — Quatre Parish Co.

Timber and Farm Products
for a Better Southwest La.

W. D. BLAKE, Manager
B. A. 1955

W. B. JACKSON, Forester
B. S. F. 1954

When you remodel
or repair, add
PERMANENCE
with

Wolmanized pressure-treated lumber provides built-in defense against the attack of termites and rot. With Wolmanized lumber, your home improvements are permanent...and cost is just pennies more than for untreated wood. Wolmanized lumber is clean and odor-free, too. It can be painted and is easy to work with. Get full details on Wolmanized lumber today.

CENTRAL CREOSOTING CO., INC.
Phones:
683-8297
Slaughter, La.
Clinton, La.

President:
J. B. "Jap" Herrod B. S. F. '37

Vice President:
John Barnett, Jr. B. S. F. '40

342-9793
Baton Rouge, La.
Since the LSU forestry camp first began on land donated by our predecessor company back in the 1920's, we have always welcomed the opportunity of being "Good Neighbors."

Crown Zellerbach recognizes the important contributions made by the LSU School of Forestry. We are honored and pleased that its students receive some of their training on our timberlands.

Crown Zellerbach's foresters look forward to working with each year's class, providing lectures and tours, and sharing of their experience.

We've enjoyed being neighbors and invite you to visit us again.
WHITET'S SHOE SHOP
MAIN AVE. & STEVENS ST.
SPOKANE, WASH.

Over 50 Years Manufacturing
HAND MADE

No. 375
8" VIBRAM OR COMPOSITION

No. 690 LEATHER OR COMPOSITION SOLE

No. 75 - 8"
OR No. 100 - 10"
CALKED LOGGER

Smoke Jumper and Forester

Send for Catalog
STANDING TALL
IN THE
FOREST INDUSTRY

OUR TREES

OUR PEOPLE

CONTINENTAL CAN INC.

Woodlands Division
Hodge, Louisiana

Frank W. Bennett
Barton L. Bennett
Lewis C. Peters

John L. Sullivan
Edward H. White
Walter L. Stokes

FEATURING
TOP QUALITY MEN - TOP QUALITY SERVICE

BENNETT & PETERS, INC.

Consulting Foresters, ACF

Forest Management Marketing

Large Timber Inventories Appraisals

4308 Government Street, Baton Rouge, La.
SAM JONES, INC.

Pulpwood MINDEN, LOUISIANA 71055 Consulting Forester

P.O. Box 779 318 Dixie St.
Phone 377-5090
The silent forest, growing and regrowing, is our basic resource.

That's why, on a million acres of O-I woodlands, trees are an indispensable crop tended by our dedicated "forester-farmers."

O-I foresters look for ways to grow trees taller, healthier, faster. Every year they plant more trees than they harvest, wage war against fire and disease, and work to preserve our woodlands as productive playgrounds for wildlife and people who love the outdoors.

As we see it, O-I owns the trees. But the forest belongs to everybody.
AN EXECUTIVE IS NOT A TREE

Our trees have to grow for more than 20 years before they’re much use to us, but our young executives can start being useful on the day they join us.

In a company that’s growing as fast as ours, we have no problem finding challenging responsibilities for young men with a talent for business. The problem is finding men who can meet the challenges.

If you’re one of them, you can join one of the fastest growing companies in the fast-growing forest products industry. A company that has planned its expansion to make the most complete and efficient use of the trees that are its basic raw material.

Our company was formed in 1967 by the merger of 50-year-old U.S. Plywood, a leader in the building materials industry, and 75-year-old Champion Papers, a leader in the pulp and paper industry. In 1968, we acquired Drexel Enterprises, a leader in the furniture industry. In 1969, Trend Industries, Inc., which manufactures and markets a wide array of carpeting for the home, offices, stores, and institutions, became part of our company.

If that sounds like the kind of company you’d like to grow with, write to

Manager - College Relations
Dept. F - 10
U.S. Plywood-Champion Papers Inc.
777 Third Avenue
New York, N.Y. 10017

Cover stock is Designer Flexwood, made by U.S. Plywood, a division of U.S. Plywood-Champion Papers, Inc.